THE L.A. SHOW
CHRISTOPH ABLINGER,

quɘɘr art / contextual painting

florian aschka, la hagendorfer, wilhelm binder, shabnam

chamani, ANDI DVORAK, veronika eberhart, parastu, CHRISTIAN HETLINGER, eva hettmer,
LEON HÖLLHUMER,

anna kohlweis, LARISSA KOPP, anna kuen, elke liberda, bertram
lust, ahoo maher, GEORGIJ MELNIKOV, erisa mirkazemi, sofia ntontis, julian
oberhofer, matteo patti, CAMILLA PEBALL, denise kottlett, karolina preuschl,
RICHARD REISENBERGER, andreas riegler, hans scheirl, BERIVAN SAYICI, ruby sircar,
zoe dewitt
May 6th - 11th 2013 Los Angeles, CA
The

museum of contemporary mind (mucom)

is a

non-local and non-temporal exhibition

project created by performance artist Zoe DeWitt. It can manifest at any time and place its operators wish to happen so. Its
aim is to present contemporary art in environments independent of established institutions and financial resources. It can
appear in on-, off- or inbetween-spaces for any determined or undetermined time. The dimensions of its exhibitions can
vary from to large scale to micro size. The

quantum museum project.

museum of contemporary mind

is therefore regarded as a

probabilities of presence
and imply a certain inexactness of space or time. Therefore, if you wish to visit the museum at any of the given times, you
should look around in the named

As such its public appearances can be seen as

public spaces to find us. The invited artists are members and friends of the Hans

Scheirl class for contextual painting at the Academy of Fine Arts Vienna

and will be present during

the opening times of the museum.

The L.A. Show @ mucom will open at the following times and spaces:
Monday 6th, 10 pm: opening @ private location in central hollywood (invited guests only – address on request);
Tuesday 7th, 4 pm: ONE, national gay and lesbian archives, 909 W Adams Blvd, CA 90007; Wednesday 8th, 4 pm:

Venice Beach, Venice Art Mile; Thursday 9th, 4 pm: Kaucyila Brooke @ CalArts. California Institute of
the Arts, 24700 McBean Pkwy, Valencia, CA 91355; Friday 10th, 1 pm: MOCA, Museum of Contemporary Art,
250 S Grand Ave, CA 90012; Saturday 11th, 10 am: LACMA, Los Angeles County Museum of Art, 5905 Wilshire Blvd,
Los Angeles, CA 90036.

For further information see www.zoedewitt.com/mucom or write to zoe.dewitt@gmx.at

